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PL Seminar for Lawyers: Mid-Course Evaluation Summary 

1.  Which part of the class have you found most 
useful so far? 

Books ...................................................... xxx 

Other (specify): ....................................... xxx  

• Combination of books, lecture, HW 

• Reviewing exercises in class 

• Practice 

Lecture .................................................... xxx 

Homework ............................................... xx 

Personal feedback .................................. none 
 

2.  In which lesson did you learn the most? 

Lesson 3: Looks Matter .......................... xxxxx 

Lesson 2: Register .................................. x 

Lesson 4: Usability .................................. x 

Lesson 1: Why Plain Language? ............ none 

And, one person checked all 4. 
 

3.  What topics do you want to learn more 
about?   

No suggestions ....................................... xx 

Pros/cons of various readability tools ..... x 

“Selling” PL to superiors, colleagues ...... x 

Formatting, layout, & design  
for multi-page booklets ...................... x 

Visual appeal .......................................... x 

How to make sentences shorter ............. x 

How to write for the web ......................... x 
 

4.  What needs to improve?   

Nothing ................................................... xx 

Don’t read from slides ............................. x 

Increase in-class interaction: pose  
more questions to class, share  
student responses ............................. x 

Record lectures and make them  
available online ................................. x 

Spend less time reviewing homework .... x 

Faster lecture pace ................................. x 
 

5.  In the past four weeks, have you noticed a 
change in your writing at work? If yes, explain.  

All answered Yes. 

More aware of word choice, how  
many words ....................................... xxx 

Edit letters to clients more carefully ........ xx 

More aware of what they read ................ xx 

More aware of space on the page .......... x 
 

6.  On a 1-10 scale (1 = not useful, 10 = very useful), 
how useful have you found the material?   

Score of 8 ................................................ xxxxxx 

Score of 9 ................................................ x 

Score of 10 .............................................. x 

 

Additional comments:   

• Like being able to answer questions via chat 

• Likes the question-and-answer format of the 
class 

• Like explicit, hands-on readings and exercises 

• Skeptical about how useful the information 
about focus groups is for nonprofits 

• Did not realize homework would be so  
time-consuming (though acknowledged it  
is needed); wishes her schedule was more 
permissive. 

• Would like pro-plain language facts and 
statistics that she can take to her board, 
attorneys and translation reviewers. Noted  
it’s very difficult for attorneys in particular to  
“go along with” plain language. 

• Would like more information about what people 
actually read (for instance, the first page vs. the 
first paragraph). This would help her decide 
how to lay out the text in multi-page booklets. 
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Plain Language for Lawyers: Mid-Course Evaluation 
 
 
1.  Which part of the class have you found most useful so far? 

 Lecture   Books 
 Personal feedback  Homework  
 Other (specify): Going over the exercises in class, practice. 

 

2.  In which lesson did you learn the most?  
 Lesson 1: Why Plain Language? 
 Lesson 2: Register 
  Lesson 3: Looks Matter 
 Lesson 4: Usability 

 
3.  What topics do you want to learn more about?  

I don't know. Maybe the pros and cons to the different "readability" tools (like the one on Grammar Check 
on Word). 

4.  What needs to improve?  

Be careful on your pdfs. Don't just read the slides when you give presentations. Other than that, the class 
has been great. 

5.  In the past four weeks, have you noticed a change in your writing at work?  No     Yes     

If yes, explain: I edit my letters to clients more carefully for readability. 
 
6.   On a 1-10 scale (1 = not useful, 10 = very useful), how useful have you found the material? 8 

 
Additional comments:  

 
 

Thank you for helping us improve our services. 
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Plain Language for Lawyers: Mid-Course Evaluation 
 
 
1.  Which part of the class have you found most useful so far? 

 Lecture   Books 
 Personal feedback  Homework  
 Other (specify):  

 
2.  In which lesson did you learn the most?  

 Lesson 1: Why Plain Language? 
 Lesson 2: Register 
  Lesson 3: Looks Matter 
 Lesson 4: Usability 

 
3.  What topics do you want to learn more about?  

Formatting, layout and design for multi-page booklets 

4.  What needs to improve?  

The lecture pace could pick up a bit. 

5.  In the past four weeks, have you noticed a change in your writing at work?  No     Yes     

If yes, explain: Iʼm more aware of the words I use and the space Iʼm creating with words and graphics. 
 
6.   On a 1-10 scale (1 = not useful, 10 = very useful), how useful have you found the material? 8 

Additional comments:  

We already use Transcend for our plain language text which we then post online and turn into printable multi-
page booklets.  What would be most helpful to me is having several pro-plain language facts and statistics that 
I can take to my board and the attorneys and translation reviewers on my staff.  I find itʼs very difficult for 
attorneys in particular to “go along with” plain language. They seem to think more is more.   
Iʼd also like more information about WHAT people actually read so that we can decide where to put what 
information ion our multi-page booklets.  For example, weʼll lay-out the text differently if people generally read 
only the first page vs. the first paragraph on each page, etc. 

Thank you for helping us improve our services. 
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Plain Language for Lawyers: Mid-Course Evaluation 
 
 
1.  Which part of the class have you found most useful so far? 

 Lecture   Books 
 Personal feedback  Homework  
 Other (specify): Itʼs the combination of books, lecture and homework that makes it most useful. 

 

2.  In which lesson did you learn the most?  
 Lesson 1: Why Plain Language? 
 Lesson 2: Register 
  Lesson 3: Looks Matter 
 Lesson 4: Usability 

 
3.  What topics do you want to learn more about?  

I really like the reading for this week (Garner's Redbook excerpt) and the examples from last week 
because they were really explicit, hands on how to. 

4.  What needs to improve?  

This improved some last week, but sometimes going over the homework is slow & laborious. It's great 
when you keep it moving. 

5.  In the past four weeks, have you noticed a change in your writing at work?  No     Yes     

If yes, explain: I think more about what words to use & how many. 
 
6.   On a 1-10 scale (1 = not useful, 10 = very useful), how useful have you found the material? 8 

 
Additional comments:  

 
 

Thank you for helping us improve our services. 
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Plain Language for Lawyers: Mid-Course Evaluation 
 
 
1.  Which part of the class have you found most useful so far? 

 Lecture   Books 
 Personal feedback  Homework  
 Other (specify): I think the combination of all works well.  I'm only sorry that I did not know the 

homework would be time-consuming.  It should be time-consuming - the problem is 
my part-time work schedule.  Thanks for your flexibility on this. 

 

2.  In which lesson did you learn the most?  
 Lesson 1: Why Plain Language? 
 Lesson 2: Register 
  Lesson 3: Looks Matter (This is the part I have never thought about) 
 Lesson 4: Usability 

 
3.  What topics do you want to learn more about?  

So far I am enjoying the mix.  The current work on focus groups is less helpful, because it seems an 
unlikely undertaking for most of the nonprofits I know.  

4.  What needs to improve?  

 

5.  In the past four weeks, have you noticed a change in your writing at work?  No     Yes     

If yes, explain: I don't do a lot of writing these days, and my audience is lawyers, legal service workers.  
However, I am noticing what I read.  Particularly some "pro se" materials I came across 
recently, that were far too advanced. 

 
6.   On a 1-10 scale (1 = not useful, 10 = very useful), how useful have you found the material? 8 

 
Additional comments:  

Thanks for your time, preparation, thoroughness. 

Thank you for helping us improve our services. 
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Plain Language for Lawyers: Mid-Course Evaluation 
 
 
1.  Which part of the class have you found most useful so far? 

 Lecture   Books 
 Personal feedback  Homework  
 Other (specify):  

 

2.  In which lesson did you learn the most?  
 Lesson 1: Why Plain Language? 
 Lesson 2: Register 
  Lesson 3: Looks Matter 
 Lesson 4: Usability 

 
3.  What topics do you want to learn more about?  

"Selling" plain language to superiors and other people you are working with. 

4.  What needs to improve?  

Sorry to be unhelpful.  I think you do a really nice job. 

5.  In the past four weeks, have you noticed a change in your writing at work?  No     Yes     

If yes, explain: I have been looking closely at many of the things we have talked about when editing. 
 
6.   On a 1-10 scale (1 = not useful, 10 = very useful), how useful have you found the material? 9 

 
Additional comments:  

 
 

Thank you for helping us improve our services. 
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Plain Language for Lawyers: Mid-Course Evaluation 
 
 
1.  Which part of the class have you found most useful so far? 

 Lecture   Books 
 Personal feedback  Homework  
 Other (specify):  

 

2.  In which lesson did you learn the most?  
 Lesson 1: Why Plain Language? 
 Lesson 2: Register 
  Lesson 3: Looks Matter (This is the part I have never thought about) 
 Lesson 4: Usability 

 
3.  What topics do you want to learn more about?  

Visual appeal, making sentences shorter  . 

4.  What needs to improve?  

 

5.  In the past four weeks, have you noticed a change in your writing at work?  No     Yes     

If yes, explain: I have been helping to re-write some of the client letters. 
 
6.   On a 1-10 scale (1 = not useful, 10 = very useful), how useful have you found the material? 8 

 
Additional comments:  

I like the question/answer format and being able to answer via “chat.” 

Thank you for helping us improve our services. 
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Plain Language for Lawyers: Mid-Course Evaluation 
 
 
1.  Which part of the class have you found most useful so far? 

 Lecture   Books 
 Personal feedback  Homework  
 Other (specify):  

 

2.  In which lesson did you learn the most?  
 Lesson 1: Why Plain Language? 
 Lesson 2: Register 
  Lesson 3: Looks Matter 
 Lesson 4: Usability 

 
3.  What topics do you want to learn more about?  

 
 

4.  What needs to improve?  

It would be so awesome to have the lectures recorded so they can be accessed later.  I don't work on Tues 
and Thurs and haven't been able to attend any lectures. 

5.  In the past four weeks, have you noticed a change in your writing at work?  No     Yes     

If yes, explain: Wow this is such a great subject matter. 
 
6.   On a 1-10 scale (1 = not useful, 10 = very useful), how useful have you found the material? 10 

 
Additional comments:  

Thanks! :) 
 

Thank you for helping us improve our services. 
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Plain Language for Lawyers: Mid-Course Evaluation 
 
 
1.  Which part of the class have you found most useful so far? 

 Lecture   Books 
 Personal feedback  Homework  
 Other (specify):  

 
2.  In which lesson did you learn the most?  

 Lesson 1: Why Plain Language? 
 Lesson 2: Register 
  Lesson 3: Looks Matter 
 Lesson 4: Usability 

 
3.  What topics do you want to learn more about?  

Perhaps how to write for the web and how guidelines for web layout/content may differ from those for print 
documents.   

4.  What needs to improve?  

Perhaps more in-class interaction.  I really like it when questions are posed to the class and the class can 
raise hands or share a written answer with the rest of the class.  I feel like I learn the most that way, and it 
keeps my attention.      

5.  In the past four weeks, have you noticed a change in your writing at work?  No     Yes     

If yes, explain: Iʼve become much more intentional about how Iʼm writing and have noticed my writing 
becoming a little more clear and concise.     

 
6.   On a 1-10 scale (1 = not useful, 10 = very useful), how useful have you found the material? 8 

Additional comments:  

Thank you for a wonderful course.  Iʼm really enjoying everything Iʼm learning! 

Thank you for helping us improve our services. 


